
Berengo Foundation / Fondazione Berengo
Palazzo Franchetti, Venice 
camPello della Pescheria, murano, Venice

Adriano Berengo is proud to announce the creation  
of the Berengo Foundation, an important  
milestone in his decades-long effort to protect  
and enhance the traditions of glassmaking  
in Venice. 

The Berengo Foundation will sponsor a museum  
space on Murano to preserve and exhibit the  
art works created by contemporary artists  
who worked over the years with the maestros  
of Berengo Studio. 

The Foundation will also sponsor residency  
and internship programs to provide a significant 
educational opportunity for students and artists  
to experiment in the craft of glass.
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genius loci / sPirit oF Place
Palazzo Franchetti, Venice / 07.06.14 › 23.11.14

In 2014, the Lisson Gallery of London collaborated  
with Berengo Studio in curating an exhibition of art  
and architecture.

Nineteen contemporary artists exhibited their works 
at the historic Palazzo Franchetti in an exhibition that 
demonstrated how public art defines the “genius-loci”, 
the spirit of place.

An amazing installation of hundreds of steel bicycles  
by the Chinese artist Ai Wei Wei dominated the garden 
of the Palazzo along the Grand Canal. The colorful path 
of Daniel Buren guided visitors to the main exhibition 
 in the Palazzo where works in clay by Richard Long,  
a monolithic Non-object by Anish Kapoor, a majestic  
Tree by Ai Wei Wei, and an installation showing 
the world’s largest graffiti by Santiago Sierra were 
exhibited.

Works in glass by Berengo Studio were featured in the 
exhibition, reinvented in an architectural way: twisted 
towers by Shirazeh Houshiary; a reproduction in glass  
of a children’s play house by Joana Vasconcelos; eggs  
In Captivity by Koen Vanmechelen; and the Rainbow 
Chair by Tokujin Yoshioka.

Genius Loci  
PaLazzo Franchetti

Joana Vasconcelos
GLasshouse
2014



Genius Loci  
PaLazzo Franchetti

shirazeh houshiary 
syLPh  
2014 

Koen Vanmechelen
in caPtivity – c.c.P.
2014
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Wael shaWKy and sFeir-semler gallery  
Presented caBaret crusades 
Kunstsammlung nordrhein-WestFalen  
düsseldorF, germany / 06.09.14 › 04.01.15

It took over four months, many hands and much 
creativity to produce 300 marionettes in glass, 
over 100 of which are fully articulated with moving  
eyes, mouths, arms and legs. The marionettes  
are the characters in the video, The Secrets of Karbalaa,  
the third chapter of a trilogy of works by Wael Shawky. 
After ceramic and wood, the Egyptian artist choose 
glass to give a new interpretation to his trilogy 
which shows the Crusades from the Arab perspective. 
The Secrets of Karbalaa opened at the Kunstsammlung 
Nordrhein-Westfalen on December 4, while the entire 
trilogy will be presented in 2015 at PS1 MOMA  
of New York with the artist present.

Wael shaWKy 
cabaret crusades iii:  
the secrets oF KarbaLaa 
2014
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BlacK mirror: mat collishaW  
at galleria Borghese
galleria Borghese, rome / 08.10.14 › 11.01.15

In a dialogue between classic and contemporary art, 
Mat Collishaw exhibited “Black Mirror” in the Galleria 
Borghese in Rome, one of the most famous museums 
in Italy which traditionally has been devoted to classic 
artists like Canova, Bernini and Caravaggio.
Collishaw, a well-known English artist who exhibited  
in Glasstress 2013, presented three mirrors framed  
in ornate black Murano glass made at Berengo Studio  
in which masterpieces by Caravaggio from  
the Borghese collection came to life in video. 

bLacK mirror
GaLLeria borGhese

mat collishaW
madonna and chiLd with st. anne
david with the head oF GoLiath
2014
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art and genetics: Koen Vanmechelen Presents darWin’s dream 
the cryPt st. Pancras church, london / 15.11.14 › 14.12.14
Koen Vanmechelen presented Darwin’s Dream, an exhibition  
of photos, videos and sculptures in glass in St Pancras Crypt,  
a 200 year old labyrinth of tunnels under this famous  
church. The exhibition by the Belgium artist was based  
on his Cosmopolitan Chicken Project, a study of the genetics  
of 18 generations of chickens studied over 15 years  
and a demonstration, through his art, of the differences  
and changes wrought by evolution. The exhibition was curated  
by James Putnam and Jill Silverman van Coenegrachts.

transition ii: magdalene odundo at the national glass centre 
sunderland, england / 11.10.14 › 15.01.2015
Adriano Berengo and the National Glass Centre of the 
University of Sunderland will present a new Glasstress edition 
in 2016. In honor of this collaboration, the Berengo Foundation 
donated 200 of the 1000 pieces that compose the installation 
Transition II by Magdalene Odundo to the National Glass 
Centre. The Kenyian artist who usually works in ceramics 
discovered glass to reproduce ancient Egyptian earrings.

Koen Vanmechelen
turbuLence – c.c.P.
2014

emPerors oF light: considerations aBout PoWer BetWeen
sPoleto, genoa and rome / genoa, 30.05.14 / sPoleto, 28.06.14 / 
rome, 09.10.14
Patronage can still produce art at a high level as shown  
by the imperial edition by Ria Lussi, commissioned  
by the important Italian family Floridi Doria Pamphilj.  
Now an itinerant exhibition in the most famous Italian cities, 
the works by Lussi were produced by the Berengo Studio.

mescalmusic and Berengo Foundation: When art meets  
music / 09.2014 › 09.2015
The concept of Glasstories, an exhibition of works in glass 
produced by national and international musicians,  
is to challenge these artists to test their creativity in a new 
dimension of art. Berengo Foundation hosted Ligabue, 
Enrico Ruggeri and Gary Dourdan, the star of the famous 
television series CSI, and worked with them to create art  
in glass. The works they create will be sold at an auction  
in September 2015 on the occasion of the Venice Mostra  
del Cinema. All the proceeds of the auction will be donated  
to the not-for-profit organization Emergency. 

ria lussi
irene  
emPerors oF LiGht
2014
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erWin Wurm: a reneWed collaBoration 

In any medium, Erwin Wurms’ work keeps his most 
distinctive feature, humor.  
The Austrian artist loves to play with everyday things, 
distorting their rules and meanings to make them art 
as he did with his squeezed Narrow House which  
was exhibited in the garden of the Palazzo Franchetti  
for Glasstress 2011.

Erwin Wurm has now turned to Murano, in an exciting 
new collaboration with Berengo Studio, to sythesize  
in glass an European icon, the sausage.

adriano Berengo 
erWin Wurm

erWin Wurm
untitLed
2014
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From Berengo collection to Vitra museum: totally in loVe  
at lightoPia, Basel, sWitzerland / 28.09.13 › 09.03.14
Pieke Bergmans’ whimsical twisted Venetian lanterns,  
Totally in Love, were the symbol of Lightopia, an exhibition  
at Vitra, the acclaimed design museum. The exhibition 
chronicled the design history of electrical lighting and  
the revolution that electric lighting made in our everyday life.

“una scuola, un laVoro. Percorsi di eccellenza.” the study 
Program oF cologni Foundation / 02.2014 › 08.2014
Promoting internships to help young people enter the world 
of high quality craft is one of the initiatives of the Cologni 
Foundation, which collaborates with national and international 
institutions to protect historical artisan jobs from disappearing. 
Berengo Foundation has partnered with the Cologni 
Foundation and is providing residencies at Berengo Studio  
to nurture a future generation of maestros.

PirKner For Berengo studio and redBull / 07.2014
In collaboration with a brand that made history for energy 
drinks, RedBull, Berengo Studio and the artist Jos Pirkner 
reproduced the famous logo of Redbull in Murano glass  
at the Berengo furnace.

PieKe Bergmans
totaLLy in Love 
2012  

adriano Berengo and masi agricola: a scholarshiP to the 
young artist BJörn KrogVig, murano, Venice / 06.2014
Masi, the maker of Amarone wine, sponsored “Costastera 
Contemporary Art” and invited an artist to design a label. 
Proceeds from the sale of the wine with the label designed  
by Ernst Billgren funded a scholarship to Björn Krogvig  
for an internship with the Berengo Foundation.

die letzen Venezianer: a BooK that tells the story oF Venice 
From the resident PersPectiVe
Die letzen Venezianer – The Last Venetians, book presenting a 
portrait of Venice and its unknown places that were discovered 
by Luana Castelli and immortalized by the photographer Karl 
Johaentges, features a two page article about Adriano Berengo 
and his 25 years of work dedicated to glass.

BePPo zuccheri With shaPe oF time at Venice ProJects
Venice / 26.04.14 › 18.05.14
Venice Projects hosted the first solo show for Beppo Zuccheri, 
exhibiting his most recent paintings, graphics and sculptures. 
His subjects were taken from classical mythology and were 
portrayed in a way that mixed past and present. 

BJörn KrogVig  
adriano Berengo
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the Figural art oF thomas schütte 
at Beyeler Foundation 
riehen - Basel, sWitzerland / 06.10.13 › 02.02.14

Both well-known and new works by Thomas Schütte, 
one of the most fascinating artists of his generation, 
were exhibited in a one man show in the museum  
of the Beyeler Foundation in Basel.  
In this exhibition, Schütte has taken up the tradition  
of figurative sculpture and developed figures and heads 
in different media, including Murano glass. 

Four heads in glass, the Heads, were shown  
in the exhibition, the result of Schütte’s recent 
collaboration with Berengo Studio.

thomas schütte
heads
2013-14
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collaBorations

tony cragg
After having exhibited Hedge in Genius Loci, the English 
artist Tony Cragg, famous for his eclectic choice of materials, 
returned to Berengo Studio and glass to make a new edition  
of works. 

ai Wei Wei
What happens when one of the major opponents  
of the Chinese government meets glass for the first time?  
This is the big surprise of 2015 when Ai Wei Wei presents  
a provocative project with Berengo Studio.

taysir BatniJi 
Adriano Berengo and Taysir Batniji, the Palestinian artist 
represented by Sfeir-Semler Gallery, exhibited glass keys, 
recreated in minute detail at the prestigious Frieze Art Fair 
in London. This project along with Wael Shawky’s Cabaret 
Crusades reinforces the new collaboration with Sfeir-Semler 
Gallery and Middle Eastern artists.

taysir BatniJi
untitLed
2014

saBine J. WiedenhoFer
Sabine Wiedenhofer, represented by the Kovacek Spiegelgasse 
Gallery in Vienna, collaborated with Berengo Studio and 
created two extraordinary works. TriBeCa, a personal 
interpretation in glass of the district in New York, which was 
exhibited at Leopold Museum in Vienna during Art Austria  
and her windows created in blocks of coloured glass, which  
are in the Merkenstein Chapel in south Austria. 

WolFgang zingerle
In 2014 Berengo Studio renewed its collaboration with 
Wolfgang Zingerle who came back to Murano to produce  
a new work titled Frozen Exhaust.

douglas damude
Together Adriano Berengo and Dutch designer Douglas 
Damude have developed a collection of glass art  
structures based on the supreme force of Kundalini energy 
and the seven vital Chakras in the body.

saBine  
J. WiedenhoFer
tribeca
2014
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2015: glasstress istanBul
Bomonti Beer Factories galleries
istanBul / o4.2015

Glasstress has a new destination.  
In 2015, Glasstress will be exhibited in Istanbul 
exhibiting Joana Vasconcelos, Jaume Plensa, Koen 
Vanmechelen and local Turkish artists who will be  
invited to work with Berengo Studio in Murano,  
a new adventure in glass for them. 

glasstress 2015 / gotiKa 
a Joint ProJect oF Berengo studio  
and the state hermitage museum in st PetersBurg, russia
Palazzo Franchetti, Venice / 09.05.15 › 22.11.15

Is our hyper-technological age Gothic? A provocative 
question raised by Glasstress 2015 Gotika.
The exhibition, an official collateral event of the 56th 
Venice Biennale of Art, will feature historical pieces  
of glass from Hermitage collection exhibited together 
with contemporary artists’ new works, all in a Gothic 
theme. The participating artists include Alicia Kwade, 
Adel Abdin, Elmer Trenkwalter, Hans Op de Beeck,  
the Kabakovs, Johan Creten, Kate MccGuire,  
Mat Collishaw, and Erwin Wurm. 
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